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XR Lovers | Let's review the possibilities of this virtual guitar experiment with manus VR prime one-haptic gloves that humans like to write from time to time. Why choosing and placing objects in a virtual reality environment is the main and most common use of these gloves. I looked to find another use case for this
amazing technology. Later, after a few brainstorming sections and many strange ideas, I was challenged to find a non-VR application for Manus Prime One Haptic Gloves. I was immediately intrigued by the idea of making music with my bare hands. The input gloves provided us with gyroscope data and bending values
for each finger and thumb. Purpose: To give anyone the authority to create music to turn their hands on the instrument. Make each code easier to remember and run. Lower the steep learning curve of a regular guitar. For beginners who make how chords, it's tough, painful and even harder to remember. We saw the
opportunity and made the process as easy as bending our fingers. The crooked finger combination of the left hand represents a chord. Using glove gyroscope data, pinching your index finger and thumb can be as confusing as a regular guitar, but now you can do the same in the air. The results don't just look at it, listen
to it! But while not everyone is a master, the idea is not to make replicas, but to create tools that empower us in a fun, amazing and creative way of creating music. In the near future, I won't be too surprised to see a full-on band performing live using one of these haptic gloves as a supporting tool. This experiment pretty
much proves the possibility of using haptic glove technology in areas other than selecting and placing virtual objects in a virtual environment. It's still our biggest music contest, so warm up the amp and crank it up to 11! Share your best cigar box guitar or aqua harp and you can win sweet synthesizers and other music
awards to help you take your band to the next level. Multiple entries will be accepted, but each applicant will only win one prize. The contest accepts entries from the United States, Canada (excluding Quebec), the United Kingdom, China, Belgium, the Netherlands, Australia, Colombia, Germany, Switzerland, Norway,
India, New Zealand and Denmark. The contest begins on June 24, 2013 at 12:00 .m(PT). The contest closes on August 5, 2013 at 11:59 p.m. U.S. time. The winner shall be responsible for complying with all applicable laws and regulations (including laws and regulations).and any other expenses associated with
receiving, handling or collecting personal income taxes, VALUE ADDED taxes, withholding taxes, duties or other taxes, fees, insurance premiums, surcharges, or prizes, rules and regulations. The musical instrument contest is over. Breathe new life into retired French horns by changing to custom-made lamps. The
simple wooden base and clean lines of lampshade contrast with the graceful curves of brass instruments. This project will go a little bit more than rewiring the lamps, but the effort will be enlightening. Chic sensibilities meet the savvy versatility of this guitar shelf unit. It can also be hung on a wall, rammed against the
floor, filled with books or nick knacks, or installed in the kitchen as a spice rack. Lively colors will strike a whole new chord. Pay homage to the bold decoration with the pendant lights of these drum kits. Group many drums close to each other for a big statement or space them out for additional interest. Cymbals give you
problems? Here is one piano bar that really lives to its name. But don't feel limited by word play. Your old upright or grand piano can be converted into any number of useful pieces, from bookshelves to workbench. It's all about taking a little ingenuity and vision. Related: 9 inventive ways to divert piano Why not take that
vintage drum and put it for good decorative use? You can be sure that it is sturdy enough to handle any number of drinks, books and ornaments. It no longer plays music, but this guitar certainly keeps a good time. A little decoupage, some sheet music, and a cheap watch mechanism went into transformation. CDs cover
sound holes (hiding how the clock works) and guitar picks mark a quarter of an hour. Related: How to decoupage This piano pedal turn candle holder strikes the perfect harmony between simplicity and charm. Just by putting a candle in an existing hole, this unused musical element has turned into a unique accent. Sure,
feathered friends will be splashing around and having fun in this tuba bird bath, but think of the joy it brings to you and visitors to your garden. Flexible tubing, fountain pumps, and some DIY plumbing smart lengths are all you need to create your own one. This diversion trumpet works like a regular trumpet, except playing
your iPhone instead of playing the blues! The grand piano gets a second chance to down the house as a shelving unit in the children's room. We love that musical themes are carried throughout the room, from piano key rugs to music notations on walls painted on blackboards. Clever project ideas and step-by-step
tutorials delivered right to your inbox every Saturday morning - sign up for a DIY club today for the weekendSome instruments are easier to learn than others, while others are suitable for beginners. Here are the best instruments for beginners in order. Multi-bit/image bank/Getty Images Violins are fairly easy to start
learning and are perfect for kids 6 years and older. They are offered in a variety of sizes, from full size to 1/16, depending on the age of the learner. Violins are very popular and in demand, so if you become a professional player, it is not difficult to join an orchestra or music group. Remember to choose non-electric violins
so that they are more appropriate for the first student. Imgorthand / Getty Images Another instrument that starts fairly easily and is suitable for children over 6 years old. It is essentially a large violin, but its body is thick. It is played in the same way as a violin by crossing the strings and applying a bow. But where you can
get up and play the violin, the cello is played sitting while holding it between your legs. Sizes vary from full size to 1/4. Danny Lehman/Corbis/VCG/Getty Images This instrument is like a giant cello, played in the same way by rubbing a bow on the strings. Another way to play it is to pull or hit the strings. Double bass can
be played while standing up or sitting and is suitable for children over 11 years of age. Also comes in various sizes, from full size, 3/4, 1/2 and smaller. Double bass is not as popular as other stringed instruments, but it is essential for most types of ensembles, especially jazz bands. AdiBush/Getty Images Flutes are very
popular and suitable for children to learn over 10 years old. It is very popular, so if you decide to continue as a professional, there will be a lot of competition out there. But this fact should not discourage you. Flute is one of the easiest instruments to learn, easy to transport, difficult on a budget and not fun to play. David
Birch /Getty Images Another instrument in a woodwind family that's easy to start for kids over 10. Like flute, clarinets are very popular and if you wish, you will find an opportunity to play it as a pro. There are students who start with a clarinet, take another instrument like a saxophone, and have no problems transitioning.
Franz Marc Frey/Getty Images Saxophone comes in a variety of sizes and types, including soprano saxophone, alto saxophone, tenor saxophone and baritone saxophone. Suitable for children 12 years and older. Alto saxophone is suitable for beginners. You will have many opportunities to play the saxophone, as is
required by most school orchestras. KidStock / Getty Images Trumpets belong to the brass department of musical instruments and are very easy to start for students over 10 years old. The trumpet is an orchestral instrument mainly used in jazz bands. It's easy to learn, easy to transport, fun to play with, and not very
expensive. Don't forget to avoid buying painted trumpetsAs the paint chids. Camille Tocerdo/Getty Images The guitar is one of the most popular instruments and is suitable for students 6 years and older. Folk style is easy to start for beginners. If you're just getting started, don't forget to choose a non-electric guitar.
Guitars are available in a variety of sizes and styles to suit the needs of students. The guitar is the mainstay of most musical ensembles and you can also play it solo and still sound attractive. Imgorthand / Getty Images Suitable for children 6 years and older. The piano takes a lot of time and patience to master, but once
done, it's worth it. The piano is one of the most versatile instruments out there and one of the most beautiful sounds. Traditional pianos are good for beginners, but now there are a lot of electronic pianos on the market that feel like sounds and real pianos and cost pretty much the same. Rob Lehain / Getty Images The
harp is surprisingly easy to get started. Both instruments require reading musical pieces in the double stave, so there are piano students who learn to play the harp almost without difficulty. The harp is a small size for children 8 years and older, and there is a large harp for students 12 years and older. There are not many
people who play the harp and find teachers can be difficult. Nevertheless, it is one of the most ancient and beautifully sounding instruments, and if you wish, it is worth learning. Desire.
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